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The world in which we live and work is 
changing rapidly, driven by a number of 
deeply-rooted forces

Introduction 

Data & 
Analytics

Digital 
(Mobile & 

Social) Payments

Changing
Customer

Regulation

Fintech

BYOD

New Business 
Models

Blockchain

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Don’t put jpmorgan chase  use eBay Timeline – how incident are becoming more disclosuredlinkedIn, dropbox do the relevant 
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Automation

Run the Business –
Change the Business Power of Data

Manage Budgets

IT Governance

Software 
Development 

Life Cycle

IT Processes

Skill Improvement LEAN IT

Outsourcing

Infrastructure

CIO Agenda

Enterprise 
Architecture

Spend v. outcome

What is on the mind of a C-Level executive?
Introduction 

SECURITY & RESILIENCE 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Innovation, cost reduction, implementing digital strategy, delivering projectsSignificant amount of IT incidents are not cyber related (risk radar 60%+) – core foundational issuesC-suite – where are my blind spots, spend focus and money to address?CIO: Digital customer engagement – tying consumer interactions to drive value
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2013-2014, 3 Billion User 
Accounts compromised

 Real names
 Email addresses
 Birth dates 
 Security questions and answers

May 2014, 145 million 
users compromised

 Names 
 Addresses
 Encrypted passwords

July 2017, 145 million 
users compromised 

• Social Security Nos
• Birth dates
• Driver license Nos
• Credit card details

Target

December 2013, 110 
million customers 
compromised

 Credit card details

April 2011, 77 million 
PSN user accounts 
compromised

 Names
 Passwords
 emails 
 credit card numbers

Data Breaches
Introduction 

$250,000 
lost weekly to cyber crime in 
the banking industry

$13,000,000 
lost yearly to cyber crime in the 
banking industry

Over 80%
of reported fraud cases in 
Ghana are electronic

What is happening 
in Ghana ? 

Source: B&FT 8/08/2016,  e-Crime Bureau

May 2017, 150 countries 
affected

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Don’t put jpmorgan chase  use eBay Timeline – how incident are becoming more disclosuredlinkedIn, dropbox do the relevant 
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Threat Landscape
Introduction 

THE INSIDER
Intentional or unintentional

Motivation: Grudge, financial gain 

Business impact: Reputational damage, financial loss, regulatory censure.

COMPETITORS
Competition or rivalry
Motivation: competitive advantage 
Business impact: competitive disadvantage, reputational damage, information loss

ORGANISED CRIME
Global, difficult to trace and prosecute
Motivation: financial advantage, potentially opportunistic
Business impact: reputational  damage, theft of information

HACKERS OR HACKTIVISTS
Attention or popular causes
Motivation: dynamic and unpredictable, potentially issue motivated
Business Impact: reputational damage, operational disruption information

STATE SPONSORED
Espionage and sabotage
Motivation: political and economic advantage
Business Impact: theft of information, operational disruption, financial loss

The Enemy

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Add Supply chain and ex employees 
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And we 

Phishing attack

Intellectual property theft by 
employee – company unaware 
of data leaked or lost

Malware / Virus on network –
confidential information 
leaked

Deletion of logs and other 
critical information from 
network

Denial of Service attack

System hack

Incidents and their impact
Why Cyber Incident Response

Employee

Business

Customer

Presenter
Presentation Notes
IncidentsAll organizations need to put significant effort into protecting and preventing cyberattacks from causing harm or disruption. However, security controls are not perfect and cannot completely eliminate all risk; therefore, it is important that organizations prepare for, and are capable of detecting and managing, potential cybersecurity problems.It is important to distinguish between an Event and an Incident because the two terms are often used interchangeably, even though they have different meanings. An event is “any observable occurrence in a system or network. While there is general agreement on what an event is, there is a greater degree of variety in defining an incident.NIST defines an incident as “a violation or imminent threat of violation of computer security policies, acceptable use policies, or standard security practicesNIST defines Incident Response as a formal, focused and coordinated approach to responding to IncidentsImpactWhen an APT impacts upon an organisation, it affects more than just the stakeholders, the board of directors, and the employees. We have to consider the impact on users, clients and customers – the innocent bystander has been affected. Businesses need to understand that their customers too have been affected, but on the flip side the customer needs to understand that the business is also a victim.Finger pointing of blame DOES NOT work in this instance. Both parties are victims, and need to work together, not against each other, to tackle the attacker.Further impacts:Intellectual property losses including patented and trademarked material, commercially sensitive data, etcReputational losses causing your market value to decline; loss of goodwill and confidence by customers and suppliersPenalties, which may be legal or regulatory fines e.g. data privacy breaches, and customer and contractual breachesAdministrative resource to correct the impact such as restoring client confidence, replacing property, and restoring the organization business to its previous levelProperty losses of stock or information leading to delays or failure to perform business (business continuity issues)
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And we 

“There are two types of organisations. 
Those that have been hacked and 
those that will be hacked.”

Robert S. Mueller III, FBI Director

Importance of Incident Response
Why Cyber Incident Response

Limits any potential 
damage to organizational 
reputation

Reduce recovery time 
and cost from any 
breach

Increase investor confidence

Demonstrable evidence 
of duty of care and 
compliance with legal 
obligations

Key component of a 
business continuity 
program

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Cyber Incident Response is “A precise set of actions required to address a security breach in a timely manner.”An effective Incident Response system is no longer leading practice…it’s requiredComplexity of Cyber ThreatsIn spite of adhering to CIS, NIST 800-53 and ISO 27001 security controls, conducting regular vulnerability assessment and penetration testing and cyber exercises, organizations still find themselves at the receiving end of disastrous cyber attacks. CISO’s and CIO’s are finding it harder to justify cyber defence purchases given the difficulty of quantifying the benefits of security products or services/ return on cyber security related investments.Once you’ve identified the threat, you have to consider at what stage you’ve discovered it.Is the attack happening now, or will it happen in the future? Or, has it already happened and only now are you realising that you have been compromised? Have you been exploited yet?Let’s say someone decides to hack into your systems. This can be seen as the under attack phase. Let’s say that the attack targets your HR and payroll applications in a ‘brute force’ style, stealing all of the information, and corrupting it in the process. The exploit could be the ‘hold to ransom’ of your information, the public leak of the stolen information, the corrupted information that now means you pay wages into the attackers’ accounts, or its the direct exploit of the attackers using the stolen personal information to gain access to employee bank accounts and finances.Traditionally, once the Crisis Management plan has been invoked and the team is assembled, they meet at a predefined schedule – usually once or twice every 24 hrs.With an APT, as the ‘3 phase’ attack is carried out over time and escalates at any given moment, 24hr meetings are not suitable. Response becomes reactive as much as it is proactive.
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We have to achieve 100% security

Our weapons have to be better than those of the hackers

When we invest in best-of-class technical tools, we are safe

We need to recruit the best professionals to defend ourselves from cyber crime

Cyber security compliance is all about effective monitoring 

Five common 
cyber

incident response
mistakes

Five common cyber incident response mistakes
Why Cyber Incident Response
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Incidence response plan
Incident Response

An incident response plan is to ensure that there is a documented and fully understood mechanism for responding to an 
incident that has the potential to cause disruption to the organization, regardless of its cause. 

Key steps in designing an incidence response plan include

Identify the organization’s key processes and recovery requirements

Establish teams for emergency response and crisis management

Develop an incident response process

Publish and train all staff

Obtain management buy in and approval of the incident management process
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Ready to manage a cyber incident?
Incident Response

•Test incident response plan

Paper testing

•Executive and/or operational 

team

•Discussion around roles and 

responses to a specific incident 

Tabletop exercises
Cyber incident simulation

•Simulation of a real world 

incident

•Simulation will be followed by a 

debrief 

•Recommendation on 

improvement steps
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Cyber incident response framework
Incident Response

Phase 1
Preparation

Phase 2
Identification

Phase 3
Containment

Phase 4
Eradication

Phase 5
Recovery

O
b

je
ct

iv
es Get familiar with the 

process and 
technology

Determine the 
scope and parties 
involved

Minimise the effect on IT 
resource

Eliminate compromise 
artifacts

Restore system 
to normal 
operations

Phase 6
Wrap-up

Post incident 
activities

A
ct

iv
it

ie
s

 Incident Response 
team assembly

 Incident reports

 Gather critical 
information

 Isolate the threat
 Disconnect from 

production 
environment

 Remove illegitimate 
access

 Update firewall policy

 Controls creation
 Security baselines
 Configuration 

reviews
 Patching

 Restore back-
up

 Test, monitor 
and validate 
systems

 Incident 
reporting

 Provide 
awareness and 
training on 
lessons 
learned



The information contained herein is of a general nature and is not intended to 
address the circumstances of any particular individual or entity. Although we 
endeavour to provide accurate and timely information, there can be no guarantee 
that such information is accurate as of the date it is received or that it will continue 
to be accurate in the future. No one should act on such information without 
appropriate professional advice after a thorough examination of the particular 
situation.
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Andrew Akoto
Partner

KPMG, 
Marlin House,
13 Yiyiwa Drive
Abelenkpe - Accra
Ghana 

M: +233208174629
Email:  
aakoto@kpmg.com

Thank You
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